The Map of Langkasuka

Introduction
LANGKASUKA – THE FORGOTTEN EMPIRE
For the longest time, Langkasuka has been a subject of interest among
historians, academicians and artisans, who debated whether the empire
said to be of significant size and power truly existed or was merely a legend.
The lack of archaeological findings added to the mystery, spawning further
speculation on various aspects of the ancient empire state, ranging from its
city centre to its kings, civilisation, culture and arts.
However, extensive research in the last two decades by historians, who
remain fascinated by this mysterious empire, have found references in
travellers and annals suggesting Langkasuka was established in the 2nd
century. More evidence have surfaced to dispute the widely accepted
belief that the ancient kingdom originated from Lembah Bujang, Kedah,as
researchers find mentions of Langkasuka being located at Pattani, Siam,
along the Isthmus Kra. At the height of its glory, the empire was believed to
encompass Songkhla, Pattani, Kelantan, Terengganu and northern Kedah.
Earliest mention of Langkasuka was found in the annals of Chinese trader,
Chao Ju-kua, who stated that the kingdom was initially ruled by Funan
before falling subject to the Srivijaya empire. The empire stayed under
Srivijayan rule until the 13th century, but not without changing its capital
city several times. Earliest recorded history showed the city was initially
established at Touen-Siun, Ligor (now known as Nakhon Si Thamarat,
Thailand) and later moved south to Seng-Chih, in the neighbouring district
of Pathalong.
The capital was later moved to Gunung Jerai, Kedah, before moving back
to Patani in early 9th century until the 12th century, where they lost the final
battle to Sokhotai armies from Siam. Prapanca, the monk who authored
the ancient Javanese manuscript Negarakertagama (13th-17th century),
mentioned Langkasuka as a territory under Majapahit rule. The empire of
Langkasuka was believed to have lasted 1400 years from 115 AD to 1370,
finally coming to an end with the rise of Malacca on the west coast of
the Peninsular.

In his book ‘Langkasuka – Negara Melayu Pertama’, author Muhammad
Zamberi A. Malek found historical evidence showing Langkasuka to
be an advanced Malay nation in 7th century, richly endowed with
natural resources such as quality hardwood and medicinal woods.
The city centre became a thriving trading port and the Chinese and
Indians, offering wood, ivory, camphor, gaharu and coal tree in
exchange for silk, cotton, textiles and copper products from China.
Despite the scant archaeological findings, a rich assemblage of narratives,
anecdotes, rumours and stories formed a colourful tapestry of evidence over
the centuries, where the empire was known by different names. The Chinese
called it Lang-ya-shiu, Lang-chia-shu or lang-zai-shu; while the Arabs called
it Lungashaka. Records in Tanjore, India (now known as Tanjavur) referred to
it as Ilangasoka, while the Kitab NegaraKertagama called it Langkasuka. In
Hikayat Merong Mahawangsa, Langkasuka was described as a land ‘far away
from the sea’.
Today, many archaeological artefacts are kept in Prince of Songkhla
University Museum, Pattani, showing strong Hindu-Buddha elements such
as animal shapes, stupas, pagodas, copper coins and carvings on stones and
wood. The precious little physical evidence, however, is compensated by the
vast amount of cultural and artistic heritage passed down from generation
to generation, mainly through apprenticeship and word of mouth. One such
example is through the rich appreciation of wood and woodcarving.
Malay woodcarving motifs, whether in grand gateways or architecture
of buildings, weapons such as the keris or daily household products,
are considered to be a symbolic records of the foreign
powers that have swept through Langkasuka over the ages.
Woodcarving, traditionally known as an important aspect of
Malay architecture, served not only aesthetic and functional
purposes but also portrays the social status of the
building’s inhabitants. As good wood and skilled
craftsmen were both rare breeds, they were very
costly, which explains its use in royal palaces or
mosques and abodes of the elites.

Symbolism is also rife in every aspect of woodcarving; the gateway (pintu
gerbang) represents a human body, with a head, body and feet; while
popular motifs such as the awan larat (meandering clouds), buah buton
(stupa) and gunungan (mountan peaks) are seen as representations of
the unending spiral of life, power and unity. One outstanding feature of
Malay Langkasukan woodcarving that differentiates it from carvings from
Persia, China, Burma, India, Khmer and Thai of the same era, is the adoption
of symmetry or mirror images, which represents an order and regulated
universe. Where motifs are asymmetrical, a punca (source), whether in the
form of benih (flowers) or air (water) is used instead to denote the order
of things.
Skilled craftsmen garner inspiration from their surroundings, usually of
natural elements such as plants, flowers, seeds and more. Common weeds or
plants used commonly as motifs include the teratai (lotus), kangkung (water
spinach), bunga cina (gardenia), pucuk rebung (bamboo shoots), pucuk
paku (fern shoots), sulur kacang (bean sprout), kerak nasi (kesidang flower),
bunga ketumbit (dandelion) and burung gagak (crow), in highly stylised
artistic form.
In the earlier years, many Langkasukan motifs also portrayed strong HinduBuddhist elements such as the makara (a sea creature), Kala (a Hindu deity),
Naga (serpents) and garuda (majestic bird). The arrival of Islam in the 15th
century saw a gradual change in the motifs used, slowly moving away from
animalistic shapes and adopting more elements of flora and fauna. Some of
the earlier motifs however, were not totally eradicated but gently absorbed
as abstract stylisation, such as makara being transformed into the daun
dewa (deity leaf) or daun Langkasuka (Langkasuka leaf).
The advent of Islam brought about carvings in new forms not found
previously, such as gravestones, book rests (for Quran reading), mosque
pulpits and decorative panels for pulpits and mosques. Holy verses from
the Quran were increasingly used in carvings of gravestones and mosque
panels, serving as historical records of their existence, whether they are of
the pre or post-Islamic era.

The ‘Langkasuka – Sacred and Profane’ exhibition is a showcase of the
best works and collection of master carvers Norhaiza Noordin and the
late Nik Rashiddin, who have travelled widely as part of their research on
Langkasuka woodcarving in the last twenty years. The exhibition serves
to bring forth the rich legacy of Malay culture and history through the
forgotten empire of Langkasuka, as an effort to rejuvenate ebbing interest
among the younger generation.
Norhaiza’s work can be found in the Terengganu State Museum; Taman
Lagenda Langkawi, Masjid Al-Hana, Langkawi; Masjid Mukah, Sarawak;
Istana Melawati, Putrajaya and the Oxford Centre of Islamic Studies, United
Kingdom. He has previously exhibited at the ‘Spirit of Wood: The Art of
Malay Wood Carving’ at the Asian Civilisation Museum, Singapore (2003),
Brunei Gallery, London (2004); National Museum, Kuala Lumpur and
Terengganu State Museum (2005). Having trained under six master carvers
over the last 25 years, he hopes to establish a centre for research and
learning of wood carving in his Besut home for visitors and researchers.
Complementing the masterpieces are the printed etches of graphic fine
artist Ilse Noor, whose aquatint work has been exhibited in over 100
group and solo exhibitions. Her works can be found in public and private
collections in Malaysia, Germany, United Kingdom, Bosnia, Egypt, France
and Indonesia.

The Exhibition

Norhaiza Noordin
For someone who has carved a name for himself in
the domestic and international domain, Norhaiza
Noordin, fondly known as Ja, remains down-to-earth
about his work, insisting that everything he has
produced thus far are but part of his journey toselfdiscovery. Possibly the last master carver in Malaysia
today who stays true to classical carving techniques,
Norhaiza continues to find new inspiration and
self expression through his work, amidst rising
challenges such as increasingly rare wood, rising
costs of materials and general lack of interest for
wood carving among the younger generation.
Born and bred in Besut, Terengganu, an idyllic fishing village off the East Coast of
Peninsular Malaysia, he was drawn to wood carving from a young age. True to the
spirit of apprenticeship, he learnt by following the footsteps of six master carvers
of Terengganu and Kelantan such as the late Wan Su Othman, Wan Mustafa Bin
Wan Su, Tengku Ibrahim Bin Tengku Wok, Abdul Rahman Bin Long, Latif Bin Long
and Nik Rashiddin Bin Nik Hussein.
The lack of formal training in carving was no deterrent to young Norhaiza, who
was as fascinated by the process of carving as the final masterpieces. His first two
teachers, who won Anugerah Seniman Negara (National Craftsman Award) and
Anugerah Adiguru Kraf (Master Craftsman Award) respectively, introduced him to
the stories and philosophy behind the craft and techniques of Malay woodwork in
the early 80s. While familiarising himself with the technical aspects such as wood
types best suited for carving and the rituals associated with woodcarving, he
gained invaluable insights into the very essence of the craft.
Malay woodcarving, he learnt, does not just have intrinsic aesthetic value, but must
also contain practical elements so that they can be incorporated into daily use to
enhance the living environment and symbolise an appreciation for the finer
things in life.
The late Tengku Ibrahim, a former recipient of the Anugerah Tokoh Kraf Negara
(National Imminent Craftsman Award), left an indelible mark upon his work
by teaching him about the importance of carving tools and intricate carving
techniques. Woodcarving is loosely categorised into two, one using the ‘silat’
or curved technique, the other without. Some pieces are 2-dimensational, while
others are fully pierced, providing them with 3-dimensional view. Norhaiza learnt

that apart from having a wide selection of tools at the carver’s disposal, artistic
discipline and meticulous attention to even the smallest detail are the founding
stones of every master carver.
He encountered another turning stone in his journey as a carver when he assisted
his teacher with a keris exhibition at the Terengganu State Museum, Bukit Losong
in 1988. Surrounded by thousands of the best keris’ in the Asian region, Norhaiza
fell in love with the intricate designs and artistry of the ancient weapon that is
today used only during royal appearances or traditional Malay weddings. Fired up,
he continued pursuing his craft with masters Abdul Rahman and Latif bin Long,
while starting his own keris collection to archive the evolving designs used
through the ages.
His last master, the late Nik Rashiddin, brought Norhaiza’s artistry to a whole new
level with a dedicated approach to sketching. Sketching is a skill of the highest
order by itself, requiring extensive research, an eye for detail, good hand-eye
coordination and painstaking intricacy.
Realising that he had previously been working on carvings sketched by others
including his masters, mostly of traditional motifs, Norhaiza started to hone the
art of sketching. To date, he has filled hundreds of sketch books, with his life’s
work documented in a pictorial autobiography ‘Lakar’.
2006 brought another significant milestone when he was commissioned to
produce a series of wood panels for the Malaysia Auditorium, Oxford Centre for
Islamic Studies (OCIS) in the United Kingdom. International exposure opened his
eyes to the untapped potential of woodcarving in terms of design elements, as
there had been little new development in the last two decades. His travels also
reinforced his desire to find his own distinctive signature as a carver, such as the
use of colour and marrying ancient and newer design concepts.
Sari Bakawali, Norhaiza’s Besut home where he currently resides with his wife and
two children, resembles a living museum as it comprises three ornately decorated
100-year-old Terengganu houses. Refurbished to bear the concept of an ancient
Malay palace, he hopes to turn Sari Bakawali into a research and study centre for
woodcarvers. Norhaiza’s mission is to continue developing wood carving as an art
form, preserving the beauty and legacy of Langkasuka.

N1/C

Bakawali Sari Warisan (Gateway)
Bakawali & Cempaka flower motifs
Cengal Wood
338 cm x 550 cm
700kg
2004

N2/S

Pintu Gerbang Dato’ Perdana
(Gateway for Dato’ Perdana)
Pen sketch on paper
41 cm x 30 cm
2015

N3/S

Karektor Bengoh (‘Bengoh’ Character)
Pen sketch on paper
20 cm x 26 cm
2002

N4/C

Burung Petalawati (Petalawati Bird)
Chempaka Sari flower motif
Cengal Wood
90 cm x 147 cm
39.82 kg
2006

N6/C

Kepala Jendela (Window Headboard)
Ketamguri flower motif
Cengal Wood
40.5 cm x 90.7 cm
3.4 kg
2008

N5/C

Gong Stand
Saga Kenering flower motif
Cengal Wood
159.5 cm x 145 cm
21.52 kg
2006

N7/C

Pemeleh Pintu (Door Headboard)
Ketumbit flower motif
Cengal Wood
38 cm x 100.5 cm
4.3 kg
2001

N8/C

Wall Panel 1
Asam Paya flower motif
Cengal Wood
102 cm x 78 cm
19.82 kg
1995

N9/C

Wall Panel 2
Ketamguri flower motif
Cengal Wood
52 cm x 52.5 cm
9.16 kg
2011

N10/C

Wall Panel 3
Ketumbit flower motif
Kemuning Wood
60 cm x 30 cm
2.28 kg
2006

N11/C

Wall Panel 4
Ketamguri flower motif
Merbau Wood
43 cm x 46.5 cm
3.78 kg
2010

N14/C
N12/S

Wooden Gravemarker of
Tok Ku Tuan Syed Muhammad Ahmad
Pen sketch on paper
33 cm x 25 cm
2000

N13/S

Wooden Gravemarker of
Che Ku Wan Nawi
Pen sketch on paper
33 cm x 25 cm
2000

Wall Panel 5
Ketumbit flower motif with
Gold Gilding and Emethyst Stones
Cengal Wood
57.8 cm x 37.2 cm
3.66 kg
2008

N15/C

Sesiku (Bracket)
Collection of Norhaiza Noordin
Ketumbit flower motif
Medang Hitam Wood
24 cm x 58.4 cm
2.34 kg
1875

N17/C

Door Headboard 1
Kecubung flower motif
Cengal Wood
28 cm x 132.2 cm
18.64 kg
1998

N16/S

Motif Bunga (Flower Motifs)
Pen sketch on paper
20 cm x 26 cm
2001

N18/C

Door Headboard 2
Ketumbit flower motif
Cengal Wood
40 cm x 122.2 cm
10.3 kg

N19/S

Lopak (Ornament)
Pen sketch on paper
21 cm x 29 cm
2012

N21/C

N20/C Lopak (Ornament)
Kemunting flower motif
Cengal Wood
61.5 cm x 131 cm
26.72 kg
2015

Pusaran 1 (Spiral 1)
Kangkong flower motif
Merbau Wood
42.5 cm x 46.2 cm
3.5 kg
2010

N22/C Pusaran 2 (Spiral 2)
Kangkong flower motif
Cengal Wood
50 cm x 68.5 cm
5.66 kg
2011

N32/S Pintu Gerbang Masjid Langgar, Kota Baru
(Mosque Gateway)
Pen sketch on paper
21 cm x 30 cm
2000

N31/S

Sampir (Crosspiece)
Pen sketch on paper
33 cm x 21 cm
1987

N23/C Terengganu Keris
Kerak Nasi flower motif
Kemuning Wood
47.5 cm x 15 cm
0.44 kg
1997

N24/C Long Keris
Teratai flower motif
Kemuning Wood
61 cm x 14.2 cm
0.4 kg
2003

N25/C Bugis Kelantan Keris 1
Bayam Peraksi leaf motif
Kemuning Wood
50 cm x 19 cm
0.76 kg
1998

N26/C Bugis Kelantan Keris 2
Ketumbit flower motif
Kemuning Wood
48.5 cm x 16.3 cm
0.64 kg
2012

N29/C Tajong Keris
N27/S

Tajong Keris, Hilt
Pen sketch on paper
29 cm x 42 cm
2014

Bayam Peraksi leaf motif
Kemuning Wood
62.5 cm x 17.5 cm
0.7 kg
2013

N30/C Peninsula Keris
N28/S Tajong Keris, Hilt
Pen sketch on paper
29 cm x 42 cm
2014

Kerak Nasi flower motif
Kenaung Wood
44 cm x 15 cm
0.5 kg
2013

N34/C Alang Serindit Keris

N33/S Hulu Serindit (Serindit Keris, Hilt)
Pencil sketch on paper
30 cm x 21 cm
2015

Bayam and Saga Kenering
flowers with Misai Jin motif
Kemuning Wood
52.1 cm x 13.4 cm
0.45 kg

N35/S Sarang Putu (Biscuit Mould)
Pen sketch on paper
21 cm x 30 cm
2000

N36/C Sarang Putu DiRaja 1
(Biscuit Mould 1)
Collection of Norhaiza Noordin
Ketumbit flower motif
Halban Wood
16.7 cm x 11.5 cm
0.38 kg
mid 19th c.

N37/C

N38/C Sarang Putu 3
Sarang Putu 2
(Biscuit Mould 2)
(Biscuit Mould 3)
Collection of Norhaiza Noordin
Collection of Norhaiza Noordin
Simpoh flower motif
Jackfruit Wood
34.9 cm x 10 cm
0.4 kg
early 20th c.

Gardenia flower brooch motif
Jackfruit Wood
47.8 cm x 6.8 cm
0.88 kg
early 20th c.

N42/C Kukuran 1 (Coconut Scraper 1)
Collection of Norhaiza Noordin
Bayam Peraksi flower motif
Halban Wood
25.5 cm x 71 cm
3.06 kg
early 20th c.

N43/C Kukuran 2 (Coconut Scraper 2)
Collection of Norhaiza Noordin
Bayam Peraksi flower motif
Cengal Wood
25 cm x 67.5 cm
5.06 kg
early 20th c.

N44/C Kukuran 3 (Coconut Scraper 3)
Collection of Norhaiza Noordin
N39/C Sarang Putu 4
(Biscuit Mould 4)
Collection of Norhaiza Noordin
Simpoh flower motif
Halban Wood
33 cm x 9 cm
0.52 kg
early 20th c.

N40/C Sarang Putu 5
(Biscuit Mould 5)
Collection of Norhaiza Noordin
Beremban flower motif
Halban Wood
39 cm x 9.2 cm
0.68 kg
early 20th c.

N41/C

Sarang Karas
(Biscuit Mould 6)
Collection of Norhaiza Noordin
Beringin leaf motif
Cengal Wood
43.5 cm x 23.8 cm
2.86 kg
early 20th c.

Kerak Nasi flower motif
Halban Wood
26.5 cm x 72 cm
3.7 kg
early 20th c.

N45/S Caping Perahu (Boat ‘Caping’)
Pen sketch on paper
20 cm x 26 cm
2000

N47/C Caping Perahu
(Boat ‘Caping’)
Collection of Norhaiza Noordin
N46/S Bangau Perahu Pattani
(Pattani Boat ‘Bangau’)
Pen sketch on paper
20 cm x 26 cm
2000

Uju-uju leaf motif
Cengal Wood
130 cm x 39 cm
7.28 kg
early 18th c.

N48/C Bangau Perahu (Boat ‘Bangau’)
Collection of Norhaiza Noordin
Uju-uju flower motif
Cengal Wood
74 cm x 143 cm
11.48 kg
early 18th c.

N49/S Book 5
Hand Stiched Sketchbook
21 cm x 33 cm
1993 - 2005

Akademi Nik Rashiddin
Established in 2000, Akademi Nik Rashiddin is a reference centre for
traditional wood carving, Malay arts and culture. The non-governmentalorganisation based in Kampung Kandis, Kelantan, was formerly known
as Kandis Resource Centre and contains a rich collection of the finest
wood carvings from the region, including works of late master carver, Nik
Rashiddin Nik Hussein.
Located in a 190-year-old traditional Malay house amidst scenic
surroundings, the academy is now managed by Nik Rashiddin’s wife,
Rosnawati Othman. Since Nik’s untimely demise in 2002, Rosnawati, who is
an architect by training, continues to conduct talks on forgotten Langkasuka
elements and Malay carving traditions, as well as tours in the academy, as
part of an effort to continue his legacy.
Born into an artisan family, the late Nik Rashiddin started observing his
grandfather, a renowned goldsmith, from a young age. Growing up among
renowned Malay palaces in Kota Baharu, he became increasingly fascinated
by the intriguing architectural structures and ornate carvings of the
royal abodes.
His interest grew into an all-consuming passion for wood and wood
carving which became his life work. Apart from his intricate carvings on
keris handles, Nik was renowned for his works on artefacts such as palace
gateways, mosque pulpits, wood furnitures and other household products.
His attention to detail was unparalleled, and his discipline to
woodcraft, legendary.
Today, Akademi Nik Rashiddin serves as a bridge that connects the younger
generation to long-forgotten, age-old Malay traditions and practices. The
academy is regarded as a ‘living museum’, where significant large artefacts
are not placed in protective glass cabinets but are instead kept as open
displays for visitors to touch, smell and fully savour the intricacies of
the carvings.
The ‘Langkasuka-Sacred and Profane’ exhibition showcases two of the late
Nik Rashiddin’s best works that portray the precision of his craft as well as
the silent grandeur of Langkasukan elements in word carving.

Artifact from Akademi Nik Rashiddin

Artifact from Akademi Nik Rashiddin

Gayung (Ladle)
Kelantan, Late 20th C
Petai Belalang Wood, Coconut Shell, Ivory
46.2 cm x 9 cm x 64 cm

Jebak Puyuh (Quail Trap)
Restored in Kelantan, Late 20th C
Angsana Wood, Bamboo Floor, Ivory Door,
Ribu-ribu Ribs, Cotton Binding
33.4 cm x 30.8 cm x 23.1 cm

Ilse Noor
Heritage courses through the blood of Ilse
Noor, who grew up in a majestic 300-yearold house surrounded by lush forests in
Hückeswagen, a small town in North RhineWestphalia, Germany. Despite spending
her childhood years in the World War Two,
Ilse led a happy carefree life, drawing and
sketching at every opportunity.
Her immense talent landed her a place in the
prestigious Academy of Fine Arts, Munich,
where she mastered and refined her artistic skills. Initially inspired by
German realism works, Ilse went on to carve her own identity by becoming
a pientre graveur (artist engraver), where an artist also does the designing,
engraving, etching and printing. Common during the 17th and 18th centuries
in Europe, pientre graveurs today are a rare breed as each different step of
process would be done by different artists to hasten the process.
Ilse’s migration to Malaysia with husband Tengku Nazif proved to be a
pivotal point in her artwork. The old-world scenes of heritage buildings and
deep-rooted European cultures gave way to a new explosion of ideas and
inspiration as she soaked in the rich diversity of Southeast Asia’s multiethnicity, legends, flora and fauna.
Amidst the pulsating atmosphere of a nation developing at breakneck
speed, Ilse found herself drawn to the soulful silence of buildings, spaces
which bear witness to the joy, pain, fear, laughter, tears and secrets of the
inhabitants within.
Her heart aches every time she sees historical buildings and structures
demolished for development. Deep inside, she mourned, knowing only too
well the gradual erosion of culture and identity every time a part of history
gets erased from existence.

Her work developed renewed purpose after being commissioned by Shell
Malaysia to create a series of etchings of historical buildings in Malaysia in
1991. Spurred by a burning desire to preserve building traditions that are
slowly going extinct, Ilse spent the next two decades researching, drawing
and writing about Southeast Asia’s lost heritage, culture and art.
Each sketch, each etching, each print is imbued with intense passion , with
the fervent hope that the finished product is not only a work of art but takes
on the role of the ‘penglipur lara’, the storytellers of yore who traversed
ancient Malaya bringing laughter and tears to burdened hearts.
‘Langkasuka – Sacred and Profane’ showcases Ilse’s prized collection of
sketches and prints of buildings from all over Malaysia, mainly historical
buildings that have withstood the test of time yet now battle a losing war
against intense economic development. A closer look at her work reveals
the unwritten rules, silent insinuations and remarkable worksmanship of
the designers and builders of the Langkasuka era, all testimonies of the
immense pride of people in the past.
In a nutshell, Ilse hopes to encapsulate the glory of a foregone empire, using
her work as an artistic documentation of a burning legacy that is now only
smoldering ambers.
Her message in the ‘Langkasuka – Sacred and Profane’ exhibition series is
simply a desolate cry - to a world that is rocketing ahead too fast – to slow
down, look, feel, love, fear. What better way to capture the essence of life, if
not through the rich tapestries of our past.

Kampung Mongkos

Ensebang Baru Ayam

Ensebang Baru

Kuching Court

Edition AP XI/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 18 cm
1986

Edition AP XVI/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 18 cm
1986

Edition AP XI/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 18 cm
1986

Edition AP XI/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 18 cm
1986

Rumah Kebun di Tambunan

Tambunan

Balai Besar

Istana Pelamin

Edition AP XI/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
18 cm x 24 cm
1986

Edition AP XIX/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 18 cm
1986

Edition AP XIX/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
18 cm x 24 cm
1986

Edition AP XV/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 18 cm
1986

Istana Pelamin Staircase

Istana Lama

Chinese Mansion

Rumah Bomoh Hj. Abdullah

Edition AP XV/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 18 cm
1986

Edition AP XI/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
18 cm x 24 cm
1986

Edition AP XIV/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
18 cm x 24 cm
1986

Edition AP XV/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 18 cm
1986

Istana Bandar Staircase

Istana Bandar

Rumah Cik Monah

Masjid Tranquerah

Edition AP XV/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 30 cm
1986

Edition AP XII/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 18 cm
1986

Edition AP XI/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 30 cm
1986

Edition AP XI/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 30 cm
1986

Masjid Kg. Kling

Rumah Penghulu Mohd. Nattar

Rumah Tangkak

Rumah Nik Haji Salleh

Edition AP XVII/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 18 cm
1986

Edition AP XI/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 30 cm
1986

Edition AP XX/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
18 cm x 24 cm
1986

Edition AP XII/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 18 cm
1986

Masjid Kg. Laut

Kota Datuk Purba

Kota Datuk Purba

Makam Tok Pelam

Edition AP XVII/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 18 cm
1986

Edition AP XX/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
24 cm x 18 cm
1986

Edition AP XII/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
18 cm x 24 cm
1986

Edition AP XV/XX
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
18 cm x 24 cm
1986

Pintu Gerbang Norhaiza
Pencil Sketch
2015

Rumah Norhaiza

Rumah Tun Razak

Pencil Sketch
2015

Pencil Sketch
2015

Royal Cemetery, Arau
Pencil Sketch
2015

Rumah Dato’ Wan Ahmad, Kangar
Pencil Sketch
2015

Still Life - Nangka Leaf

Taman Impian

Edition 29/35
Linedrawing Etching
9.5 cm x 15 cm
1989

Edition 20/25
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
29 cm x 24 cm
1989

Bulan Purnama

Istana Ajaib

Istana Samudra

Istana Mutiara

Edition AP
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
19.5 cm x 15 cm
1993

Edition 2/20
Linedrawing Etching in sanguine
14.5 cm x 9.5 cm
2000

Edition 2/XV
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
14.5 cm x 9.5 cm
1999

Edition 8/20
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
14.5 cm x 9.5 cm
2002

Mahligai

Puteri Hang Li Poh

Atlantis

Istana Bayangan

Edition 15/XV
Linedrawing Etching
14.5 cm x 9.5 cm
1999

Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
40 cm x 30 cm
2015

Edition 7/10
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
14.5 cm x 9.5 cm
2002

Edition 2/15
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
14.5 cm x 9.5 cm
2002

Cenderawasih

Bujang Valley

Edition 2/15
Linedrawing Etching & Aquatint
12 cm x 9 cm
2006

Pencil Sketch
24 cm x 24 cm
1985
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